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Ref. 028/2015 

         February 26, 2015 

 

 

To   :   The President 

  The Stock Exchange of Thailand 

 

Subject   :   The acquisition or disposition of assets of the Company 

 

The Board of Directors' Meeting No. 2/2015 of Thai Sugar Terminal Public Company Limited (8The 

company9), Which was held on February 26, 2015 has approved the T S Transport and Logistics Company Limited 

("TS Transport Company"), a subsidiary of the Company. The company holds the TS Transport Company 

representing 85.90 percent, had approved the company T S Transport and Logistics Limited Project container 

berths. This is an acquisition of assets. The details are as follows; 

 

1. Transaction date 

- Within March, 2015. 

 

2. Relationship with suppliers 

- Is pending and will be announced the following shall be considered hiring a contractor and buy 

Machinery and equipment from a non-related person. 

 

3. Type of transaction 

-  T S Transport and Logistics Company Limited ("A subsidiary "), The investment berth 

container terminal services for cargo and container, both locally and abroad. As well as 

maintenance and storage of goods and cargo. 

 

 4. Property Description 

  - The total project area 25,479 square meters, a length of 183 meters x 11 meters berth storage  

  containers with a total of about 2,224 TEUs. 

 - Office building 2 Floor is approximately 1,100 square meters. 

- Machinery and equipment being procured. 

 



 

5. The value of assets and the criteria used to determine the value of the item. 

- The Board of Directors approved a capital budget of about 455.47 million baht, an estimate of 

tools and equipment, development improve the office building and budget to begin the process. 

 

Which can be calculated as follows; 

    

Calculation of transaction 

 

calculation 

(In thousand Baht) 

size of 

(Percent) 

1. The value of the net tangible assets Can not be calculated due 

to lack of stock 

N/A 

2. Profit from operations Not available Because it 

has a joint venture with 

another company 

N/A 

3. The total value of the consideration          455.47 * 100 

3,014.74 

15.108 

4. The shares were issued to pay for the assets Not available The 

securities are not issued as 

consideration for an 

acquisition 

N/A 

 

Considering the results of calculations of transactions based on acquisition and disposition of assets of T S 

Transport and Logistics Company Limited to see that the result of the calculation of the total value of the 

consideration is calculated as a percentage 15.108 and during the 6 months prior to the approval of the transaction, 

the Company had no acquisition of any other assets, So to calculate the total size of the acquisition of assets that 

occur during the next 6 months ago. The transaction is accounted for 15.108 percent, which exceeds 15 percent but 

less than 50 percent are classified as category 2 by the Company to the Stock Exchange of Thailand. Disclosure and 

practices of listed companies in the acquisition or disposition of assets between 2004 and Exchange Commission 

Capital District. 20/2008 Re: Rules for transactions that are implied. important for entering into an acquisition or 

disposition of assets (acquisition or disposition), including announcement of the amendment. Therefore, it is 

required to report and disclose to the Stock Exchange of Thailand immediately. 

 

6.The benefits to be received. 

- According to the company's shareholding in T S Transport and Logistics Limited, representing 

85.90 per cent, if the subsidiary has a better performance. The company has been in the dividend 

yield and more. 



 

7. Funding Source 

- Is pending and will be announced next. 

 

8. The Board of Directors 

- The transaction is approved due to increased business for the company for better performance 

and result in overall performance of the company even better. 

 

9. The Board of Directors and / or directors that are different from those of the Board of Directors.  

     Including abstention 

- No - 

 

Please be informed accordingly. 

 

 

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

 

    (Mr. Prapas  Chutimavoraphand) 

Managing Directer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


